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I am very fond of learning new things. I study in class one. All the humans have some drawbacks. Then
pandas, white tigers, golden eagles, rhinoceros will not be extinct like dinosaurs. I love time management and
discipline in life. I myself am the best essay writer, cricket player, singer and dancer and topper in all exams. I
like English. One of my best friends lives in the next block. I am youngest among the family of five siblings.
My favorite dish is fish and rice made by my mother. I learn new things under the supervision of my elders.
Even though I am a sympathetic person, however, I am a self-centered person as well. I am currently studying
in class 10th. Writing a few lines or words about myself to introduce, I feel myself to be tiny part of this entire
world that is filled with the human beings around. I am Guria, I am 4 years Old. In addition to that, I also
attend classes at national dance academy to learn dancing. I try to help poor and needy people. I am also good
at non academic activities like writing, dancing and sports. I am learning cooking and practicing yoga
regularly. I love eating but not excess eating. The sky is blue in colour. They both love their profession. My
parents, my brother and my grandmother with me. My school teaches us good manners, ethics and cleanliness.
My school is the best school in our city  I like good friends. My mother is a housewife and my father is a
famous doctor. He worked as a shipping manager, He is fat and looks very nice with a beard. I am extremely
thankful to my parents, my school friends and my loving teacher for being kind and helpful to me. I love
having the time management, sound strategy and clear cut goals in the life.


